Regarding the Israeli-Iran Document Dump

By Anna Von Reitz
Nuclear weapons are obsolete. They have been obsolete for decades. They are sitting around in
rusting towers all over this planet connected by MS-DOS software that was in use thirty years ago.
Does everyone clearly understand that? It's possible that they could be deployed, but then, it's
possible that I'll take up table dancing, too.
Defense systems have moved waaaaay beyond nuclear weapons, so far beyond that the biggest
controversy about nuclear weapons today is how to safely dispose of them.
Iran is not stupid. Iran has some of the best mathematicians and scientists in the world. Iran knows
that nuclear weapons are obsolete, horribly expensive, pollution nightmares, and under international
sanctions.
It would be like sneaking around building contraband whale oil lamps. The whole idea of Iran coveting
nuclear weapons is ludicrous.
These documents are as phony-baloney as all the other False Flags we've seen in recent days--- just
a different kind of False Flag. And another example of Certain Parties trying to gin up World War III
with anybody for any reason.
Iran hasn't engaged in a war outside its own borders for over 200 years, so the idea that the Iranians
are war-mongers being pitched by the Israelis is ironic to the point of tears.
And yes, Iranians may very well be shouting, "Death to America!" --- because like nearly everyone
else, they are confused between "America" and "the British Territorial United States".
We've been victims, folks, and we've been chumps, confused as the Iranians about who we are and
what we are doing ---- but like one Old Texan said today --- "I'm great and I'm getting better."
And we won't be fooled again.
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